
Cheers!
IT'S WINE O’CLOCK!





Beautiful mirror with LED Lights inside
(direct wired led lighting inside the bar is 

connected through a neat hole in the rear 
of the cabinet to your mains socket)

Display your favorit
 bottles or glasses

A drip tray to keep everything clean

Drawers with real leather handles

Storage for the champagne cooler
when you’re not using it

Excellent hanging system 
for glasses

Display your favorite bottle

Extendable serving shelf

Storage for your bartender set

Store 10 delicious bottles

You can move it anywhere

Storage for the caviar bowl
when you’re not using it

COME AND SEE OUR

Champagne Bar





COME AND SEE OUR

Fun and functionality coalescing into an impressive piece of historic proportions. Wheel in the bar. 
Park and lock it somewhere close at hand! Made in the style of turn-of-the-century travel trunks. 

Solid brass hardware and bridle leather accoutrements complete a hand-built, two-part bar inside a 
large trunk set on sturdy wheels. 

A multitude of drawers, two serving trays, racks for both horizontal and vertical bottles. Mirror and 
foldout work shelf. Taking out the shelf unit on the right frees up a removable game board. Iconic. 

Confidently evocative of the Belle Époque when a hunt required only a Martini or a whiskey sour at 
hand!

OFF-WHITE BLACK BURGONDY FIELD GREEN PETROL

Stateroom Bar
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Hailing from the Belle Epoque, an era when armies of stewards and porters used to wheel trunks 
from the Wagons-Lits train to a waiting transatlantic steamer. Those were the days! 

Big enough for pur-sang bartending but small enough to fit into a chic studio. Built in canvas-
covered wood with leather accents and bronze hardware. Varnished wood slats for protection.

Polo Club Bar

OFF-WHITE BLACK FIELD GREEN PETROL
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Bar Accessories
Chess Bottle Opener Set

Enhance your cocktail hour celebrations with the bottle opener & stopper set. These hand-sculpted, 
bottle sets create a fun gift for friends & family who love wine!

With Gift Box

With Gift Box

Chess Bottle Stopper Set




